This election, we have a choice,
We can keep doing things the way we've done them
in the past, or we can embrace new thinking,
We can try to be the same as everywhere else,
or we can celebrate what sets Tasmania apart
from the rest of the world.

VALUE ADDING PLANTATIONS
The Greens have a vision for a local timber manufacturing
industry to create real jobs and real profits from
Tasmania's plantations,
Rather than a toxic and divisive pulp mill that would rely on
public subsidies, the Greens want to see fine furniture,
architectural timbers and modern building materials,

The key to creating jobs in our island economy lies
in emerging opportunities in renewable energy,
agriculture, science, education, digital innovation,
environmental protection and remediation,
communications, creative businesses, tourism, fine
foods, wines and beverages,
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It's the Tasmanian people who will write the next
chapter in Tasmania's story,
If you want change in Tasmania, vote for a party that
believes in change, Vote for the Greens,
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SCIENCE AND RESEARCH
Tasmania already has the highest per capita number of
scientists of any Australian state,
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The Greens will maintain Tasmania's status as the world's
Antarctic research hub, and fight against planned cuts to
the University and CSIRO,

For more information on our policies and
candidates please visit qreens.orq.au/tas
p. 03 6236 9334
campaign@tas.greens.org.au
208 Elizabeth Street, Hobart TAS 7000
Volunteer: tas2014.greens.org.au
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Cassy Q'Connor is the Tasmanian Greens
MP for Denison. She supports creating a
prosperous, low-carbon economy powered by
renewable energy, and is a passionate voice for
people with disabilities, multiculturalism and
Tasmanians who are doing it tough.

I want Tasmania to create its
own future, and the best way to
do that is by working together.
We're a clever and creative
island - let's do it!"
TASMANIA.
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EDUCATION
Education is the key to Tasmania's future prosperity,
The Greens will invest strongly in our teachers and in early
childhood education, where the greatest gains can be made,
The Greens will increase funding for year 11 and 12
programs in regional areas, and continue to fight for
the full six years of Gonski funding promised by the
Federal Government.
.

RENEWABLE ENERGY
Tasmania's renewable energy is a key competitive
advantage for our state,
The Greens will work to grow clean energy skills and jobs
in Tasmania by supporting investment in renewable
technologies like wind, wave, geothermal and solar,
The Greens will continue to invest in energy efficiency upgrades
for thousands of low income households and small businesses,

POKIES
Poker machines suck money out of local small businesses
and communities, The Greens will remove pokies from your
local community,

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Tasmania already has award winning IT companies creating
apps and programs for users around the world,
The Greens will invest in attracting data centres to Tasmania,
taking advantage of our renewable energy and cool climate,
The Greens will give local manufacturers and retailers the
help they need to compete for new customers online

CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
The creative industries are expanding faster than mining
and manufacturing in Tasmania, and their contribution to the
state's economy already exceeds forestry,
The Greens will support highly skilled jobs in architecture,
digital design, film and television production, marketing,
publishing and software design,

AGRICULTURE AND FISHERIES
The world wants a taste of Tasmania thanks to our clean
and green brand, our GE-free status and new investments
in irrigation,
The Greens will make Tasmania's GE-free status
permanent, and invest in marketing Tasmanian products
to overseas customers,
The Greens will fight to defend our productive farmland
from the damaging effects of mining exploration and fracking,
The Greens will stand up for our sustainable local fisheries,
against the destructive super-trawler,

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
Environmental protection and remediation is an important
growth industry,
The Greens will invest in looking after our National Parks,
remediating mine sites and adapting to impacts of climate
change on our environment.

SMALL BUSINESS
Small business is the engine room of Tasmania's economy,

HEALTH AND AGED CARE
A healthy economy and the health of our people go hand in hand,
The Greens have a plan to create jobs for new health professionals
in rural and regional areas,
The Greens will invest in preventative health and better support for
older Tasmanians in aged care,

The Greens will reduce costs for small business by
investing in energy efficiency to bring down power bills,
The Greens will help small businesses to implement creative
online sales strategies,

